JULIE DRISCOLL

CLIFF TRICKER

BRIAN AUGER

DAVE AMATO

and BRIAN AUGER TRINITY

LIFE-LINES

COMMON TO ALL

YOU asked US

What Albion Club managers have been the latest trends in entertainment? And how have they influenced the audience? The information was extracted from the article, but additional context is needed to provide a coherent response.

SCOTT, HERD

Read more page 11

There's A Lot Going On In...
Question time with LOUIS

AMERICA-CALLING

STANDING OVATION FOR JEFF BECK

June Harris in New York

The new hit single

a new voice - a familiar face

The Family Stone

Trance in the Music

BOBBY'S BACK

WITH ANOTHER SMASH SINGLE...

'AUSTRALIAN OF MY LIFE'

Bobby Goldsboro

Release 28th June - UP 2223

Scott beats the screamagers

HEARTBREAKER' MAKES PITNEY HAPPY AT HOME

Worried

Two weeks

Same team

Thanks ad

Bobbie

Greatest hits now on pipeworks - super scoring and

sounding great. Follow Bobby's progress through the coming months and watch for a

new hit - 'Autumn Of My Life'.

Keith Altman

Bobbie

Bobbie
Solo BARRY RYAN says
NOW IT'S ALL
DOWN TO ME!

If Barry Ryan was anything from excess to be sought,
by the man in the Twenty-fifth Street Hotel, he
ought to be preserved in a box, reserved for the
second coming of Lord Kelvin. And the reason why
he ought to be preserved there is that he is not
worth the bother of introducing him to the people
as a pop idol. No, rather, the fact is that he
ought to be preserved as a human being, and
there is every reason for that. For example:

BY NICK LOGAN

The system of classification that we have,
putting people into categories, is a
dangerous system. For instance, if we
put Barry Ryan into the category of a pop
idol, he will become a pop idol. And
that is a very dangerous thing to do.
For instance, if we put Barry Ryan into
the category of a pop idol, he will
become a pop idol. And that is a very
dangerous thing to do.

Marriage to a pop
idol can be HELL

A week after her marriage to a pop idol,
Mary MacLaren was miserable. She had
expected the marriage to be a blissful one,
but it had turned out to be a complete
misunderstanding.

KEN'S NLW
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K eword for the week:

"I'M NOT YOUR BLONDE GUMBALL"-JEFFERSON AIRPLANE

By Nick Logan

Summer Seasons
BANDS WANTED
BY RICKY RAY

By Harry S. Stone

CHOICES FOR THE WEEK

1. "I'M NOT YOUR BLONDE GUMBALL"-JEFFERSON AIRPLANE
2. "DO IT AGAIN"-THE TAMIYS
3. "SAFE IN MY GARDEN"-EDDY ARNOLD
4. "IT'S OVER"-EDDY ARNOLD
5. "THE ODD COUPLE"-AL HIRT

An Outstanding Creative Album
from John Lennon's favourite singer

NILSSON
"PANDEMONIUM SHADOW SHOW"

And everybody's talkin' about his new single! "Everybody's Talkin'" RCA 1707

They're back! The West Coast's two most original sounds!

The Mamas and the Papas
"Safe In My Garden" RCA 1710

Jefferson Airplane
"Greasy Heart" RCA 1711

EDDY ARNOLD
"It's over"
RCA 1712

AL HIRT
"The Odd Couple"
RCA 1713
Theme of the new Paramount release.
PICK OF THE SINGLES by JOHN WELLS

Roll up, roll up for the Faces

KINKS HEAD FOR CHARTS

Mamas and Papas: so tender

DOLLS FOLLOW-UP JUST AS GOOD

NEW SOUNDS CBS

The Sound is driving. It's your bag. Sample the fantastic Contemporary Sounds of:

15 GREAT ARTISTS

FOR ONLY 15¢

COLOMBIA RIEF

OFFICIAL Fan Club: Candy Jones, 16 Water Lane, Salisbury, Wilts

Photo: Tom Hunter
MORE SINGLE REVIEWS

MORE SADNESS FROM BOBBY GOLDSBRO

Andy makes every word really count

RICHARD BARNES

Woman, Woman
Columbia DB8436

WEBB GIVES FILM STAR HARRIS HIT

TIM

(If I Were a Carpenter)
HARDIN

The First British Concert of FAMILY
FOR ONE NIGHT ONLY

NEW TO THE CHARTS

7th SAUCERFUL OF SECRETS

PINK FLOYD

JULY 1st

THE MAGISTRATES

'HERE COME THE JUDGE'

NME TOP 30

WAYNE NEWTON

'DREAMS OF THE EVERYDAY HOUSEWIFE'

NMMW123

NEW SINGLES

THE KINKS

THE PAPER DOLLS
TOM, LULU, CLIFF FOR SATURDAY' TV SPECS

Blackburn TV extended — but network doubts

KINKS FOR OWN TV SHOW; HERMAN, DAVE DEE DATES

DUSTY RETURN TO THE COPA

BOX TOPS TO TOUR BRITAIN IN SEPTEMBER

KINGS FOR OWN TV SHOW; HERMAN, DAVE DEE DATES

PET CLARK TV

PAPER DOLLS TV ‘BLITZ’ ON NEW SINGLE; XMAS CAROLS IN ABBEY?